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Abstract: 
In this paper, the new refractive index sensor depend on resonance effect is 

presents. By combine the fiber optic and radio frequency, the sensor could support 

the most important sensing applications with high accuracy. The optical fiber could 

be enhanced by side polished fiber to produce a passing filed sensing functions. The 

zinc oxide film generates high attenuation effect which allows highly sensitive 

index. By RF magnetron supporting technique, the zinc oxide has been prepared 

practically with the fiber sensing thickness of 75.1µm and zinc film of 70 nm has 

deposited on the polish surface. In refractive index range from 1.3 to 1.4, the 

achieved sensitivity is 3721.9 nm/RIU. Additionally, all situations were simulated 

in MATLAB imitation of refractive index to perform the near infrared and visible 

wavelength. The results show the sensor sensitivity is 0.899 nm for each salt unit. 

Keywords: Refractive index, Resonance Effect. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 The water refractive index discovery is the major 

matter in organic, ecological engineering, and 

chemical field. The numerous features of optical 

fiber sensor is involve small size, low interference 

with electromagnetic fields, fast response, and light 

weight [1-5]. In the direction of measuring the 

refractive index in fluid, numerous approaches has 

been suggested such as surface Plasmon [6], fiber 

Bragg grating [7], technology of interferometric [8]. 

Hence, the dynamic and sensitivity detection range 

of refractive index measured techniques are limited 

[9]. Therefore, new approaches require for refractive 

index sensing under new methods to overcome this 

limitations. The key parameters to measure the 

density of sea water is the salinity factor in 

determine a lot of aspects in water and soils 

chemistry [10-15]. The absolute salinity and density 

could be examine and evaluated under direct 

measurement of refractive index in theoretical 

aspects while in sea water it's difficult to measure 

directly [16-20]. The measurement of salt quantity in 

1000g of water is the most commonly methods to 

examine the salinity referred to the parts per 

thousand [21]. Between 36% and 34%, the salinity 

of oceans is specific [22]. A number of techniques 

have been proposed to measure the salinity. The 

ultrasonic method under the measurement of travel 

time in the light is suggested by [23] to determine 

the salinity. The poly aniline matrix coated wire 

electrode from 0.010% to 75% has been proposed to 

measure the salinity by [24]. A refractive index 

sensor combined with Plasmon surface method to 

calculate the sea salinity is introduced by [25]. The 

simple intensity modulated displacement sensor to 

sodium solution detection has been reported by [26] 

with varying from zero to 12% under beam through 

methods. Based on salinity sensitivity hydrogel 

coating fiber Bragg grating, the fiber optic salinity 

sensor methods has been introduced by [27]. Fiber 

optic sensing structure containing FBG coat with 

different polymer is used to monitor the salinity is 

proposed by [28]. These approaches not provide 

enough effective techniques and compact design to 

easily fabricate. In different engineering fields, the 

optical fiber sensors are used to many wanted 

advantages [29]. As compare to conventional 

sensors, these techniques have better accuracy, 

reliability, and sensitivity [30]. The side polished 

fiber sensors is high sensitive in fiber based sensor 

[31], fiber sensor with thin film type [32], Bragg 

grating fiber sensors [33], and fiber sensor with long 
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period grating [34]. The propagation of light in the 

ordinary optic fiber did not interact with surrounding 

of fiber medium [35]. To accomplish these dealings, 

the fleeting field is generated by diverse surface 

polish fiber technique [36]. Within microns, the fiber 

cladding is removed and evanescent field could be 

interacting in the ambient of refractive indices [37]. 

Hence, the D-shaped fiber could exist using to 

improve the magnitude of passing field and 

compassion [38]. On the shaped filament, the slim 

film was coating to construct a resonance base feeler 

of fiber [39]. Generally, two kind of resonance could 

be generated if the thin film deposited in the fiber 

optic of side polish surface the phenomena of 

resonance are caused by these two modes involved 

the sensor of SPR [40-45]. These two types are 

resonance of Plasmon surface and the other is 

resonance of nanowire mode [46-51]. By thin film 

absorbing, these techniques could be supported in 

refractive index sensing. In this paper, the gallium 

doped zinc oxide has been investigated to support 

the thin film materials which are widely used to 

fabricate many sensors. In case of ZO refractive 

index, the thin film has high sensitive to medium and 

the wavelength shift could be observed by LMR. 

The proposed technique demonstrates high 

performance in salinity and refraction index 

measurement which is helpful to the sensing process 

for many types of sensor fabrications.  

 

MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUE 

In the first step the gallium oxide is prepared using 

radio frequency magnetron method with purity of 

99% were used at the martial of coating. The coating 

substrate is used by silicon wafer, D-shaped fiber, 

and BK7 with 95mm distance between target and 

substrates. The diameter of target ZO is 50mm and 

3mm thickness were powered by RF supply. 

Through the deposition of thin film, the power of ZO 

is kept at 80 W. As a supporting gas, the 

unadulterated argon gas by means of speed of 20 

sccm is use and the stress is set at 0.2 Pa. An quality 

of optical instrument is evaluated by transmittance of 

optical. The measuring of film thickness is done by 

surface profile meter. By using spectrophotometer, 

the transmittance of optical was measured with 

wavelength from 300 nm to 24500 nm of Ltd Japan. 

By using the x-ray directory, the film structure has 

been evaluated and analyzed by high resolution scan 

microscopy. 

 

  The vital factor that influences the fiber sensor 

performance is by select the coating knowledge and 

thin film material. It could be regarded the 

waveguide design in case of deposit the thin film and 

side polished fiber to affects the light propagation. 

Hence, in case of the slim film real part 

permittivity's is harmful with high amount than its 

possess fantasy part, then the Plasmon resonance is 

arises. The coupling appears among the propagation 

of light via waveguide and Plasmon surface. In same 

time, the MR phenomena arise at the actual part of 

slim film permit is optimistic and advanced size than 

imaginary element. An important characteristic of 

LMR consequence could be generated by light 

polarization or by electric of transverse with multiple 

resonances that could produce without modifying the 

structure of optic fiber with wide material variety. In 

the wavelength location, the ZO thin film has been 

coating on the polished fiber and the real part of 

refraction index is more than D-shaped. 

Additionally, the surrounding medium indexing in 

salt is above than ZO film by 1.3.         

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

   This work utilizes two spectrometers to 

investigate the near infrared and visible 

light of spectrum to reach the thinning 

single mode fiber with high sensitivity to 

generate new evanescent wave. These 

waves could be used to interact the 

surround medium inside the deepness of 

penetration. To generate flat outside and 

put ZO slim film, the shaped fiber have to 

polish precisely with high seal to the 

smooth facade of the fiber. The 
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evanescence wave could be interacting 

with the analytic of surrounding when the 

D-shaped fiber is refined to be slim 

sufficient. The polishing part of shaped 

fiber has high sensitivity to the refraction 

index in medium surrounded. For about 

72-77 µm of polishing thicknesses and 

130v fiber mode have been polished 

under homemade fiber system. The 

cladding have been removed until the 

wave of evanescent was generated and the 

polishing surface reduction to overcome 

the loss of scattering. The remaining 

thickness of optical fiber has been 

measured by microscope of optical image 

that is found of about 75.1 µm and the 

30mm of polished fiber length. Figure 1 

show the scheme of suggested sensor 

based on shaped fiber. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1- suggested sensor based on shaped fiber. 

 

  Before coating of ZO, the glass substrate, silicon 

wafer, and shaped fiber were cleaned by ultrasonic 

device. The shaped fiber has been embedded and 

glued to substrate of coating and the thin film is 

coated to the polished fiber surface under RF 

magnetron techniques. The ZO film thickness was 

found 67nm that measured by profile meter  and the 

micro structure have been analyzed by electron 

microscope. The micro picture of wrought fiber 

covered by means of ZO slim film shows enough 

observation of this sensor. To overcome the 

contamination error, the distilled water has been 

used and the solution was measured the sodium 

chloride and prepare probably. The experiment type 

was conducted in dilute solution include the 

refractive indices detection and the second 

experiment type is the salinity measuring. In these 

two experiments, the refraction index was found 

from 1.3 to 1.4 and salinity from 0 to 250% 

respectively. These results are larger than existing 

works for the measurement of salinity. In addition, 

these results of fiber optic sensing locations has been 

engrossed keen on sense solution and the broadcast 

spectrum time have examine by software 

programming in processor device. The ZO film 

spectrum variation was deposited on the polished 

fiber with salinity solution and measured correctly. 

The virtual diagram of project experiment with 

halogen light is illustrated in Figure 2.  
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Fig. 2 - virtual diagram of refractive index and salinity sensing Experiment setup 

 

   In this experiment, the source of white light is 

linked to the fiber optic feeler and the further two 

ends were attaching to the spectra meters. The 

spectrometer output spectrum has been experiential 

by a range of wavelength beginning by 370 to 1600 

nm. To examine the change of wavelength in the 

amalgamation peak, the section of polish within 35 

mm is measured in the dissimilar solutions. In the 

experiment of salinity detection, the sensing 

locations of sensor were immersed into solution of 

saline at diverse salinity from zero to 250%. The 

solution of sensing has been changed and analyzed 

the measured information by mean of spectrometer 

of optical. Here, the observation of wavelength shift 

variety with diverse in every measurement. The 

sensing device of transmission spectrum after and 

before ZO thin film coating is illustrated in Figure 3 

and Figure 4. The light transmitted concentration of 

created fiber was decreased following ZO slim film 

covering with the composite refractive index 

calculation by ellipso meter. To provide all 

situations, the MATLAB imitation of refractive 

index is performed in the near infrared and visible 

wavelength.  

 
Fig. 3- transmission spectrum after and before ZO thin film coating
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Fig. 4 - proposed fiber coat image with ZO film. 

 

  Extinction coefficient and refractive index of ZO 

thin film simulation results are illustrated in Figure 5 

which indicates that the ZO film meet the generation 

conditions. From these results, one could observe 

that the refraction index is about 2.000 and the 

extraction coefficient is 0.00029.   

 

 
Fig. 5 - refractive index of ZO thin film simulation 

results. 

 

   The different sensor type performance could be 

provided under curve fitting to calculate the 

sensitivity regarding to ZO film width. Figure 6 

shows the sensitivity of the suggested sensor as a 

meaning of slim film width as a very important 

factor to affect the performance of sensors.  

 

 
Figure 6: the relationship between sensors sensitivity 

and film thickness. 

 

CONCLUSION 

  This paper introduces the salinity sensor and 

refractive index under thin film coating and 

polishing fiber methods. The ZO thin film has been 

putted on the surface of polishing with shaped fiber 

to generate efficient techniques for sensing. The 

thickness of about 74 µm of optic fiber and 67 nm 

thickness of thin film have been used in this 
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approach. The coating of thin film on the facade of 

polished formed fiber could be improved for fluid 

sensor such as salinity and refraction index sensors. 

In refraction index, the sensitivity was achieved of 

about 3600 nm/RIU. In addition, the sensitivity of 

salinity sensor was provides of about 0.99 nm/SU. 

Hence, high sensitivity in salinity and refraction 

index measurement compared with existing 

approaches. Moreover, the suggested design of the 

sensors could be ready to adapt via thin film coating 

modification in order to detect the chemical class. 
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